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NACR Reports Double-Digit Growth for Q2
Consecutive Growth for NACR Signals Optimism for FY 2010 and Economy

EAGAN, Minn., Sept. 28 /PRNewswire/ -- Continuing its double-digit growth of the first quarter, communications
expert NACR (North American Communications Resource, Inc.) announced that it achieved 13.7% growth in
core business for the second quarter of 2010 compared with the same period in 2009.

"With two consecutive quarters of double-digit growth, NACR continues to demonstrate the strength of both its
solutions and its customer relationships," said John Behnken, National Vice President of NACR. "Our success in
continuing to both obtain new customers and help existing customers grow their current solutions attests to the
strong value we deliver."

A seven-time Avaya BusinessPartner of the Year, NACR is a leading nationwide provider of end-to-end
communications solutions — delivering comprehensive sales, consultative, and technical support, as well as
managed services, maintenance, and repairs. NACR also has extensive Nortel certifications and is authorized to
sell Nortel Enterprise Solutions (NES) in addition to the full line of Avaya products and services.

"In the 17 years since its founding, NACR has maintained revenue growth in every quarter and all economies,"
according to Behnken. "I think our most recent sales figures, along with the large number of customer inquiries
we are receiving, indicate not only that NACR is on target to make 2010 another stellar year, but also that a
general economic upturn is finally underway."

As the largest Avaya channel partner, NACR works closely with Avaya and other strategic partners to integrate
the latest hardware, software, and applications into leading-edge solutions including VoIP, convergence,
mobility, collaboration, unified messaging, and contact centers. The company's consultative and technical
support includes network readiness, design, implementation, and testing services, as well as remote diagnostics
and resolution, maintenance, refurbishment, and repairs. The NACR services portfolio is supported by a team of
certified engineers and technicians, as well as two state-of-the-art Service and Support Centers (SSCs) featuring
high-tech network monitoring capabilities.

For more information about NACR communications solutions and services, interested businesses can call their
NACR representatives or contact the company at 1-888-321-NACR (6227) or www.nacr.com.

About NACR

With offices nationwide, industry award-winning NACR (Eagan, MN) is a certified Avaya Connect Platinum
Partner, seven-time Avaya BusinessPartner of the Year, and a leading provider of communications solutions for
businesses. Its highly trained and experienced team, with more than 300 industry-recognized certifications,
delivers proven, scalable, cost-effective solutions tailored to a customer's end-to-end needs, from sales through
ongoing support. Using sophisticated processes, advanced tools, and two high-tech Network Operations Centers
(NOCs), NACR provides comprehensive monitoring and managed services for multivendor infrastructures. And
to help customers keep pace with changing technology and business needs, the NACR Center of Excellence for
Learning and Development provides training and educational opportunities. For more information, call 1-888-
321-NACR (6227) or visit www.nacr.com.
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For further information: Scott Sund, Vice President of Marketing of NACR, 1-800-431-1333, sund@nacr.com
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